
 

REIGI 

The format of traditional Japanese etiquette for budo addresses safety, mutual trust, 

and respect. All who practice aikido must pay attention in learning reigi. 

Upon entering or leaving the dojo, everyone is expected to pause at the entrance, 

face the kamiza, and execute a standing bow. No one is permitted to step into the 

dojo wearing street shoes. 

The formal bow (rei) to the shomen (the symbol of the spirit of the Founder, 

Morihei Ueshiba) affirms your gratitude to those who have made aikido possible.  

The bow that you give to your Sensei is one of trust and willingness to keep your 

mind open to new learning.  The bow between you and your partner affirms mutual 

gratitude, trust, and respect involved in your efforts in learning aikido. 

To come onto the mat, take a place on the mat and bow to the kamiza.  All bows 

are performed from seiza.  A bow is performed to the kamiza before leaving the 

mat at the end of class as well. The first to arrive can stretch before class starts.  A 

few minutes before Sensei enters the mat, assume seiza.  As Sensei bows to the 

kamiza, bow in unison with him.  Sensei shall turn and face the class.  Bow to 

Sensei as you say "O-ne-gai-shimasu" (please practice with me). 

While you are receiving instruction or waiting for your turn to practice, you should 

remain in seiza; if you become uncomfortable after an extended period of sitting, 

you may sit cross-legged instead, but try not to linger in this position longer than 

necessary. Do not lean against the dojo wall while you are seated. 

Should you bump into an uke, due to your inability to move out in time, both 

practitioners are expected to bow while apologizing. 

At the end of class, line up in seiza and bow in unison with Sensei towards the 

kamiza.  Sensei will then turn around.  Bow to him saying, "thank you Sensei" in a 

clear and energetic manner. After Sensei has left the mat, thank your partners. 

Please keep your gi clean, and fingernails and toenails trimmed in order to prevent 

injury.  After practice, all are expected to help clean the dojo.  In order to fulfill 

your monthly membership, please pay your dues at the beginning of each month, 

or speak to an instructor if you cannot. 


